Regional & Local
development
For more than 60 years now, BRL Ingénierie has been helping public and private decisionmakers achieve sustainable regional land-use management in France and across the
globe. Our staff work side by side with you on all the aspects of economic, social and
environmental development that make the diversity of rural, urban, coastal or other
areas.
Our motto: unique expertise and solutions to take up your present and future
challenges for balanced local area development.

Fields of activity
Agricultural and local development:
structuring, employment, diversification
Local economy and social bonds:
person-to-person economy, sustainable tourism,
community fabric
Land-use management: urban development,
landscape, outstanding area management
Institutional organisation and local area
reforms

BRL Ingénierie has recognized
experience in...
land-use strategy and local area projects, master
plans and management plans, budget policy
guidelines, implementation and governance
procedures
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and trusted expertise in...
strategic advice, asset management assistance,
feasibility studies, socio-economic studies,
technical assistance services

for...
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Governments, ministries, groups of or individual
community authorities, public intercommunity
cooperation organisations, national and natural
regional park authorities, private enterprise

A partner for your projects
whatever the stage
Direct, design and implement
From local area assessment to the design and implementation of targeted actions, BRL Ingénierie helps you ensure
that your public sector action is useful:
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• Performing complex assessments
• Facilitating the expression of local will and
stakeholder engagement
• Designing clear, operational strategy
• Establishing realistic, quantified action plans
• Proposing dynamic steering and governance
• Helping integrate new skills (legal, technical,
organisational skills, etc.)

Significant experience
Rural development
Mayotte’s LEADER 2014-2020 programme (technical
assistance services for regional implementation)

Land-use management

Design

Community policy and master plan for the development
of CEMAC, the Central African economic and monetary
community.

Local economy and social bonds
Directions

Implement

Study of the feasibility of an AFD (Agence Française de
Développement) programme to support employment in
the Comoros Islands

Agriculture, fisheries and forestry
Several-year sustainable development plan for the
primary sector (agriculture, fisheries and forestry) in
Wallis and Futuna

Monitor
& evaluate

Outstanding natural areas
National park charters (Mercantour, Port Cros, etc.)

Biodiversity and water
Comprehensive Biodiversity and Water Strategies for
the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region

Sustainable tourism
Shared strategy to develop inland waterways tourism
in the Hainaut region and on the Canal du Centre in
Belgium

Institutional organisation
Technical and legal transformation of the Pays d’Arles
authority into a “PETR” (French abbreviation meaning
“local and rural area equilibrium cluster authority”)
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Regional & Local
development
Monitoring & Evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation are a core component in
BRL Ingénierie’s activities.
We master international fund donors’ methodological
standards as well as recent progress in innovation
and research.
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We use monitoring and evaluation as leverage for
decision-making at all the different stages in public
policy. The aim is to accompany your strategic
thought and enhance the performances of your
interventions.
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Significant experience
Ex-ante evaluation - guiding decisions
ERDF/ESF/EAFRD 2014-2020 operational
programmes for French Guiana,
Languedoc-Roussillon, Martinique and Mayotte
Ten-year development plan for the RTE national
electric grid

Mid-term evaluation - to rectify
or reinforce short term action
Technical agricultural guidance and creation of
small-holdings for young farmers in Martinique
Implementation of the 2014-2020 Rural
Development Programme in French Guiana

Final evaluation: hindsight and improved
response to challenges in future policy
Hérault - Médenine cooperation programme
to develop the rural economy
in South Tunisia

A new lease of life for the
village of Salin-de-Giraud
Rural local area authorities are confronted with
complex issues that usually affect vast spaces.
Often set aside, they are nevertheless in quest
of intelligent, integrated approaches addressing
the living environment, access to services,
employment and mobility...
The Camargue Natural Regional Park and
partners’ project to revitalize Salin-de-Giraud
illustrates the convergence of all these realities.
BRL Ingénierie offers an original approach
involving the local inhabitants, institutions and
companies to find tangible pathways to a better
future that are also a promise of employment.
Re-placing an area in its own history creates
bonds with many local initiatives thus giving
birth to an integrated, operational local
area project.

Martinique 2007-2013 LEADER programmes
(3 local areas)

Regional master plan for ecological
consistency and sustainable development
in Languedoc-Roussillon
Environmental and socio-economic
monitoring system for marine and coastal
protected areas in Tela Bay, Honduras
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Setting up monitoring and evaluation
systems

Regional & Local
development
Europe is key in our business
European funds are the inevitable tools for developing
local areas in Europe and across the globe.
For the last three funding programmes, our staff have
been assisting managing authorities and beneficiaries
in the implementation of their programmes and actions.
We always have the same goal when we perform evaluation and project design and organisation assignments: making the best possible use of European funds
to ensure balanced, sustainable development at the
local area level.

Significant experience
Assessment of the impact of the RDP for the Centre
Val de Loire Region covering biodiversity, landscape,
water and soils
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Coordinated strategy for soil
and water conservation
in Tunisia

LEADER 2014-2020 application for the Alpes/PréAlpes d’Azur region

Since January 2011, the people of Tunisia want to be
more involved in public decision-making. The prevention of hydric erosion, a combat led by the Ministry
of Agriculture, is a vital issue in maintaining the local
agricultural fabric.

ERDF grant applications for project promoters in
Mayotte

BRL Ingénierie helped along the dialogue that was
necessary to produce a shared project:

Irrigation project proposals related to irrigation in
Languedoc-Roussillon in response to EARFD calls
for proposals

• 300 field interviews conducted using tablets
equipped with Sphinx iQ and an embedded GIS

Technical assistance to launch the 2014-2020 Rural
Network in French Guiana

• 15 co-construction workshops uniting government
authorities, fund donors and civil society, etc.,
to produce an assessment (participatory SWOT
analysis and mapping), then strategic guidelines
(Metaplan, anticipated scenarios)
• 12 weeks of training for the authorities to facilitate
the implementation of the new strategy

Our commitments

opérationnalité
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